activity and analysis of samples obtained from postmortem brain. [2] Studies using animal models have also contributed tremendously to our current knowledge about how the brain functions. However, these techniques and models face significant challenges that stem from the complexity of the brain cellular interactions. [3, 4] The human brain holds an estimated 86 billion neurons and 85 billion non-neuronal cells, [5] which makes it one of the most difficult organs to diagnose and treat. Thus, dissecting these interactions, to understand which drive the pathological processes and which are essential for protection against disease, is extremely difficult. One approach that worked well in other areas of human diseases is to separate specific interactions and study them in controlled conditions in vitro. One of the most commonly used systems for studying cell-cell interactions in vitro is the two-dimensional (2D) cell culture. It provides low cost and simplified approaches for studying the brain development and its diseases. Recently, pharmaceutical companies and research labs have enhances the 2D cell culture studies by utilizing human cells, including primary cells, embryonic stem cells, and induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC). However, despite the progress on the availability of cells for 2D culture, it fails to mimic the complexity of the human brain and its unique features and functions. Animal models offer complexity but are often unable to recapitulate the human brain pathophysiology accurately. [3, 4] Other drawbacks include high cost and uncertainties in the results involved with the animal models. This inability to model faithfully causes many drugs to fail in transition from animal to human clinical trials. New cell culture systems that enable us to reconstruct the elementary architectural components and the three-dimensional (3D) microenvironments of the human brain pathophysiology are needed.
Over the past decade, there has been a dramatic effort to develop 3D in vitro brain models thanks to the emergence of enabling technologies including stem cells, biomaterials and microfabrication techniques. They allow manipulation of cellular microenvironment and endow scientists with a new tool set that raises the complexity of tissues containing multiple cell types in the laboratory to new levels of sophistication in organs-on-chip constructs. [6, 7] These 3D physiologically relevant cell culture systems aim to closely mimic the human tissues and provide high-throughput and reproducible studies. The cell types. Particularly, during the mammalian neocortex development, neuroepithelial cells (or stem cells) first undergo symmetric cell divisions followed by several asymmetric cell divisions. [15, 16] In this process, neurons result from asymmetric divisions, whereas symmetric divisions initiate self-renewal of progenitor cells. Typically, the mammalian neocortex consists of six layers of neurons and glial cells. This process relys on spindle orientation, which has central implications in the human brain development and disease circumstances. [17] For example, microcephaly can begin by mutations in genes with certain roles in spindle orientation in the human cerebral cortex. [18] 
The Emergence of Organs-on-Chip Models
The last decade has seen a growing trend towards engineering microphysiological systems (MPSs) called 'organs-on-chip' -that are, microfluidic-based microsystems capable of mimicking in vivo human physiology at small scale. [6] MPSs reconstitute the key physiological elements and functions of real organs including lung, liver, kidney, gut, heart, and brain in a miniaturized, and well-controlled microenvironment. [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] Aside from ethical considerations, MPSs overcome the high cost of animal care, the complexity of tissue isolation, the need for transgenic animals, as well as many of the uncertainities of translation of animal models to human physiology. These systems allow us to use cells isolated directly from patients, resulting in a more physiologically relevant system for mimicking the comprehensive disease pathology. Organs-on-chip also accelerate pharmaceutical testing by harnessing the potential of microfluidic high-throughput technologies to lower cost, increase reproducibility, and speed up drug screening for adsorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion and toxicity (ADME-Tox) compared to animal models that tend to be expensive and poor predictors. [25] 
Microfluidics for 2D In Vitro Culture of Brain Cells; Simple Circuits
Microfluidic systems offer new opportunities for addressing unresolved challenges in neurobiology by precise control of the cellular microenvironment in both space and time. Over the past decade, the world has seen a significant increase in the development of microfluidic devices for both fundamental and applied neurobiology research, including neuronal culture and manipulation, neuropharmacology, neural stem cell differentiation, and neuro-electrophysiology. The use of microfluidic systems and tools for neurobiology applications has been recently reviewed. [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] In this section, we limit the discussion to representative examples of microfluidic systems in the content of neuro-pathology.
Microfluidic devices with micrometer-scale channels and nano-liter volumes are addressing the needs to control extracellular signals and intercellular responses by controlling spatial, chemical and temporal cellular microenvironment and allowing high-resolution measurements and imaging of brain cells and circuits in stable culture platform. Microfluidics offers Daniel Irimia is a bioengineer, a medical doctor by training, and a leading researcher in the areas of microfluidics, inflammation, and sepsis. He is an Associate Professor in the Department of Surgery at Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard Medical School. He is the organizer of the Dicty World Race, aimed at encouraging biologists to integrate microfluidic tools in cell chemotaxis research. He was recently awarded the "Pioneers of Miniaturization" prize from the Chemical and Biological Microsystems Society for his work on microfluidic devices for studying neutrophils and other leukocytes.
substantial advantages for studying neuronal development and manipulation at subcellular, and cellular levels. [27] The main advantages of microfluidic technology over conventional cell culture models for studying neuronal development and manipulation include (i) high reproducibility, (ii) easy assembly, (iii) fluidic control, (iv) material versatility, (v) design flexibility, and (vi) experimental feasibility.
Microfluidic compartmentalized systems were established for neuronal development and manipulation. [31] [32] [33] These microfluidic-based multi-compartment platforms incorporate microgrooves to grow and direct axons in which presynaptic and postsynaptic neurons are isolated in well-controlled microenvironment ( Figure 3A) . [31] [32] [33] These microfluidic platforms provide excellent tools to separately analyze axons and cell bodies of neurons, which can be extremely useful to study axonal injury, to screen molecules that are secreted from different compartments, and to build co-culture models with other supporting cell types (e.g., oligodendrocytes). Overall, the ability to direct axonal growth and to precisely control the microenvironments of axons offers a new tool to overcome several limitations in answering multiple aspects of axonal biology that have been previously hindered by a lack of appropriate in vitro cell culture platform. Adaptations of the compartmentalized design have been utilized to investigate biochemical sensors in hippocampal neurons, [34] isolating axonal mRNA from cortical neurons, [35, 36] dendrite-to-nucleus signaling, [37] presynaptic differentiation, [38] netrin-dependent axon guidance, [39] distal projections of human embryonic stem cells, [40] axonal diodes, [41] functional imaging of neuron-astrocyte interactions, [42] quantitative analysis of axonal transport, [43] co-culture of neurons and glia cells, [44, 45] and neuronal activities on microelectrode arrays. [46] [47] [48] Microfluidic technologies are exploited in the development of high-throughput and cost-effective assays for drug screening, including more reliable assessment of drug toxicity, efficacy, and pharmacokinetics of drug candidates. [30, 49, 50] For example, a high-throughput microarray utilizing the compartmentalized microfluidic platform was recently employed for quantitative screening of synaptogenesis in large-scale ( Figure 3B ). [50] By using this high-throughput platform, authors screened a chemical library that leads to discovery of class I histone deacetylase inhibitors as potential regulators of neuroligin-1-induced synaptogenesis pathway. This technology could also provides an excellent tool to study other neurological functions such as cell-cell interactions and neuronal development. Elegant combinations of integrated compartmented microfluidic culture systems with microelectrode arrays enabled concurrent studies of neural pharmacology and electrophysiology ( Figure 3C ). [46] Aside from compartmentalized microfluidic devices, researchers have been engineering other novel designs of brain-on-a-chip models to recapitulate numerous aspects of the human brain physiology in vitro. [51] [52] [53] Undoubtedly, microfluidic models advanced our understanding of the brain biology and have the power to answer fundamental questions in a sophisticated manner, although the era of microfluidic technology in neurobiology is still in its infancy. There are undeniable issues with the use of microfluidic devices including (i) shear stress, (ii) gas solubility, permeability and diffusibility, (iii) absorption, (iv) adsorption, (v) desorption, and (vi) evaporation that could potentially limit neuronal development in these systems. New designs and improvements in recent and upcoming years will minimize or eliminate unfavorable effects of these microfluidic devices for recapitulating human brain physiology in vitro. For more detailed discussion on the advantages and disadvantages of microfluidic devices, readers are referred to a recent review. [27] 
Recent Advances in Organs-on-Chip for Neurological Diseases
Neurological diseases represent a significant proportion of diseases burden, however the development of functional and effective human brain models remains challenging due to the inherent complexity of the human brain physiology. [4] Although, great advances have been made in the last decades using animal models such as transgenic mice, many of these animal models fail to fully recapitulate the human brain pathophysiology. It is also difficult to study key cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying brain diseases pathology in whole-animal models. To tackle these challenges, engineers in collaboration with biologists started to leverage recent advances in stem cells, biomaterials, and microfabrication techniques with the ultimate goal to develop in vitro models of the human brain. Such in vitro models offer a very powerful platform for understanding the human brain as well as drug development and discovery in pharmaceutical industry for neurological diseases such as AD, PD, traumatic brain injury and related damage to the brain. Additionally, these experimental models could be invaluable test beds for assessing toxicology and the responses of the human brain cells to a variety of therapeutics. Overall, we have seen increasing interest in the last few years in the development of in vitro models of the brain, however; such models are still in their infancy. In the following sections, we provide some examples of recent experimental models and platforms and their impacts in neurobiology field.
Alzheimer's Disease Models
Alzheimer's disease (AD), a devastating and still incurable neurodegenerative disease, is characterized by two main pathological hallmarks: amyloid-β (Aβ) plaques, and neurofibrillary tangles. [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] Scientists could not understand well the mechanism of Aβ plaques at the subcellular level, partly due to the challenges associated with 2D cell cultures to isolate axons and/ or dendrites from the cell body. A great deal of research into recapitulating Aβ pathology in vitro has focused on exploiting the compartmentalized microfluidic devices that enable us to study the mechanism locally and thereby advancing our understanding of the Aβ pathology. [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] Our group studied microglia accumulation in the vicinity of Aβ plaques in AD pathology using microfluidic chemotaxis platform. [60] We found that soluble monomeric and oligomeric Aβ plays as a "recruiting signal", whereas fibrillar and oligomeric Aβ serves as a "targeting signal" throughout microglia recruitment and localization. This reveals that soluble and insoluble Aβ species have synergistic role on microglia accumulation locally in close distance from Aβ plaques. Assessing the correlation between different forms of Aβ plaques (oligomeric versus fibril) and their neurotoxicity, it was found that although the number of Aβ fibrils increase over time, they do not control the neuronal cell toxicity. [62] This indicates the potential neurotoxicity of oligomeric Aβ compared to fibril Aβ in the AD pathology.
We also studied the neuron-to-neuron propagation of brainderived tau species and the lifetime of internalized high-molecular-weight (HMW) tau using three-chamber compartmentalized microfluidic device (Figure 4A and B). [61] We found that the HMW becomes very stable once taken up by neurons, likely due to the hyperphosphorylation of tau species. Trans-synaptic propagation of tau species occurs rapidly and the released tau is taken up by the next neuron. This shows the central role of the release and uptake of the HMW tau species in propagation of tau across brain regions. [61] 
Parkinson's Disease Models
Compartmentalized microfluidic devices have been used for modeling another neurodegenerative disease: Parkinson's disease (PD). Histologically, PD, the second common neurodegenerative disease after AD, is primarily defined by the death of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNpc) and intracellular aggregations of Lewy Bodies (LBs). [64] Volpicelli-Daley et al. studied the intracellular propagation of pathologic protein α-synuclein (α-syn) aggregates, a major constituent of Lewy bodies using compartmentalized microfluidic system. [65] They found that α-syn fibrils aggregations induce Lewy body pathology and leads to synaptic dysfunction and neuronal cell death. Lu et al. observed the transport of mitochondria along dopaminergic axons by developing another compartmentalized microfluidic platform. [66] 
Cerebral Ischemia (Stroke) Models
Stroke is a devastating neurological disease caused by abrupt blockage of blood vessels supplying the brain, leading to hypoxia in the brain tissue and eventually death and Quantitative and qualitative differences between developing human and mouse neocortex. Adapted with permission. [14] Copyright 2013, Elsevier.
Figure 3.
Mimicking the human brain physiology using microphysiological systems. A) Microfluidic compartmentalized cell culture system for directing axonal growth and isolating axons without soma or dendrites. Reproduced with permission. [32] Copyright 2005, Nature Publishing Group. B) Schematic representation of the high-throughput synapse microarray platform for quantitative screening of synaptogenesis in large-scale. Reproduced with permission. [50] Copyright 2011, Nature Publishing Group. C) Schematic representation of compartmented microfluidic culture system integrated with microelectrode array for neural pharmacology and electrophysiology. Reproduced with permission. [46] Copyright 2007, Elsevier. Mimicking neurological diseases using microfluidic systems. A) Three-chamber compartmentalized microfluidic devices used to study the neuron-to-neuron propagation of brain-derived tau species and (B) neuron-to-neuron transfer of mouse brain derived human tau. Reproduced with permission. [61] Copyright 2015, Nature Publishing Group. C) 3D in vitro BBB model composed of two-compartments chamber with a vascular channel cultured with rat brain endothelial cells (green) under shear flow and a tissue compartment seeded with astrocytes under static flow (red). Reproduced with permission. [96] Copyright 2015, PLoS ONE.
dysfunction of brain cells. [67] We should understand the molecular mechanisms of neuronal death following stroke in order to foster drug discovery and screening. [68] In one recent example, Samson et al. replicated the spreading neurotoxicity following cerebral ischemia and traumatic brain injury using hippocampal neurons cultured in a microfluidic platform. [69] The neurons were environmentally isolated but synaptically connected -to assess neuroprotection and overcome the challenge in animal models of separating initial brain lesion from the entire brain response. Current in vitro models of stroke often use oxygen-glucose deprived (OGD) media over entire cell culture system. These models fail to physiologically mimic the pathology of stroke in particular focal ischemia. [70] Thus, it is of particular interest to develop experimental models that capable of applying hypoxia to specific regions of interests in the brain tissue. Several microfluidic devices have been developed over the last decade to generate oxygen gradients over cellular cultures by relying on the oxygen permeability of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] Overall, researchers have investigated multiple approaches to model the ischemia stroke, however current microfluidicbased in vitro stroke models are still very challenging and further improvements are needed to faithfully recapitulate the disease pathology and understand the responses of brain cells following oxygen deprivation in stroke.
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), a progressive, late-onset neurodegenerative disease of motor neurons is characterized by two pathological hallmarks including progressive weakness and muscle atrophy, and spasticity, resulting in death of motor neurons and eventual fatal paralysis. [77] Despite enormous effort using in vivo models to understand the disease pathology and find a cure, limited therapeutics have been identified for slowing the disease course. Therefore, in vitro ALS models have emerged in recent years to tackle the challenges associated with large scale drug screening in animal models. For example, Kunze et al. used microfluidic systems to study non-cell autonomous conditions in ALS that initiate indirect interactions between neurons and astrocytes (extracellular metabolic communication) and to physically separate these from direct cell-cell contact. [78] They assessed neuronal cells activity in response to astrocytes by co-culturing neurons with genetically altered astrocytes that overexpress either a mutations in superoxide dismutase (SOD1) or a human wild-type (WT). This microfluidic platform allowed them to efficiently study the neuron-astrocytes metabolic interactions in vitro. Recent studies on mimicking neuromuscular junctions using microfluidic devices revealed that this technology could closely recapitulate ALS conditions in a dish. [79, 80] 
Mimicking the Blood-Brain Barrier in Neurological Diseases
Mimicking the physiochemical properties of the blood-brain barrier (BBB) has been a topic of interest in the last two decades due to the essential role of the neurovascular unit in multiple neurological diseases. 3D modeling of the neurovascular unit in vitro has been already reviewed in detail [81] [82] [83] and it is beyond the scope of this Progress Report to discuss the in vitro modeling of the BBB. Therefore, we will limit our discussion just to a few recent 3D models of the BBB using the microfluidic technology and their implications in understanding the human brain disease pathology. There is a growing evidence associating the neurovascular unit dysfunction, and leakages of the BBB with the pathogenesis of neurological diseases including AD, PD, ALS, multiple sclerosis, neuroinflammation, cerebral ischemia, and brain dementia. [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] Our group recently studied the BBB dysfunction in neuroinflammation and cerebral ischemia conditions using a microengineered 3D in vitro BBB model on a microfluidic chip developed by culturing endothelial cells monolayer in a tube-like platform. [93] In another study to investigate the responses of the BBB microfluidic model to neuroinflammatory stimulation with tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α), Herland et al. found that the integrity of endothelial monolayer strongly rely on the presence of other neurovascular cell types such as astrocytes and pericytes and concluded that these cells have distinct contributions to neuroinflammation. [94] In two subsequent studies, Prabhakarpandian and Deosarkar et al. reconstituted a BBBon-chip constructed of two-compartments chamber with a microvascular channels cultured with rat brain endothelial cells under shear flow and a tissue compartment seeded with rat astrocytes under static flow as a 3D in vitro model to study neonatal neural pathology ( Figure 4C ). [95, 96] Overall, current in vitro BBB models could not yet be fully applied to assess the mechanism pathways underlying human brain diseases. However, they are increasingly useful for assessing the toxicity of drugs for neurological diseases, together with in vitro 2D and in vivo models.
The Hope and the Hype of Organs-On-Chip in Brain Pathology
The inability of animal models to faithfully recapitulate human brain pathology, could be balanced by microfabrication technologies to reconstitute in vitro models using human brain cells. The rise of microfluidic technology allows manipulation of neuronal microenvironment and endows scientists with new tool set that raise the complexity of neurobiology to a new level of sophistication. In contrast to other models, organs-on-chip have emerged as a powerful platform for reverse engineering of the human physiology ex vivo, but in the meantime suffer from the unmatched simplicity of cellular components (i.e., a monolayer of cells), replicating the adult organ rather than the developing human brain compared to cellular models. It would be very interesting to harness the potential of the stem cellderived brain organoids and neurospheroids in combination with the technologies borrowed from organs-on-chip to engineer the next generation of functional physiologically relevant brain-on-chip. This will provide new insights into the emerging developmental process of the human brain. In addition to this, microfluidics add the possibility to spatially and temporally refrain the biophysical and biochemical environment of the brain tissue ex vivo. Organs-on-chip has already captured the attention of many pharmaceutical and medical companies as well as government regulatory agencies including the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA). We believe that combining stem cells with biomaterials and organs-on-chips discussed above could foster the development of in vivo-like cell culture systems that replicate brain pathophysiology and bring forward new opportunities of precise control over these systems.
Mimicking the Complexity of the Human Brain Diseases; 3D Cellular Models
The complexity of the nervous system makes treating and diagnosing brain diseases very challenging. [97] Lack of mechanistic understanding of the human brain pathology causes nonspecific and inefficient therapeutic approaches for brain disorders. As a result, pharmaceutical companies had a very low approval success rate of CNS drugs from the FDA.
Large-scale genetic studies helped us understand the etiology of brain diseases and discover the genes responsible for various neurological diseases. Although, many animal models have been utilized based on genetic risk conditions of specific diseases, unfortunately, these in vivo models fail to fully recapitulate the phenotypical characteristics of brain disorders. Moreover, animal models present critical challenges to generate polygenic models. Simple animal models with one or two genes cannot fully and accurately recapitulate brain diseases with many genetic variants. Induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) derived from patients with brain diseases, carrying their genetic background, contributed significantly to our knowledge of brain diseases. Although iPSC-based models generate polygenic models of brain disorders, they present some key challenges: (i) iPSC-derived neurons cannot yet mature as the adult human neurons, (ii) variability and reproducibility from batch-to-batch due to culture conditions and different genetic background, and (iii) lack of complex neuronal networks. Altogether, these challenges limit the abilities of current iPSC-based models to represent fully the brain diseases' complexity. For example, the iPSC-derived neurons cannot yet fully reproduce the familial Alzheimer's disease (FAD) in vitro, an example of inherited genetic neurodegenerative disease. The levels of Aβ species in the current iPSC-based cell culture models may not be high enough to recapitulate the pathological cascades of AD patients. [98] [99] [100] [101] [102] To establish a better model for FAD in vitro, our group created a unique human stem cells model grown in a Matrigelbased 3D environment. [12] We were able, for the first time, to show both hallmarks of AD in vitro; Aβ plaques and neurofibrillary tangles, by combining cell genetic manipulation and fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) selection of cells overexpressing the mutated genes. [103] Other research groups have also showed 3D in vitro cell culture models able to partially reproduce AD pathology. In one study, Zhang et al. used human neuroepithelial-like stem cells (It-NES) in PuraMatrix hydrogel treated with synthetic Aβ, [104] and in another study, Choi et al. exploited 3D neurospheroids from rat cells in a microfluidic platform treated with synthetic Aβ. [105, 106] Although, 3D platforms provided fundamental models for mimicking the brain microenvironment both to accelerate neuronal differentiation and to create complex neuronal network, these 3D models suffer from some limitations: (i) lack of physiologically relevant in vitro culture environments, (ii) inability to reconstitute specific brain regions, and (iii) lack of inflammatory cells. [39, 107, 108] Scientists recently begun to tackle these challenges by developing cerebral organoids containing cortical-layer like structure and multiple neuronal cell type, or by injecting human iPSC in the developing mouse/primate brains that provide the right environment for differentiation and maturation of the iPSC-derived neurons. [109] [110] [111] [112] Throughout the following sections, we will review the primary approaches to develop the 3D cellular brain models (i.e., organotypic brain slices, neurospheroids and cerebral organoids) as physiologically relevant brain platforms, their similarities (Figure 5) , differences, limitations, and recent progress sought to address one or a set of recapitulating the brain diseases' challenges.
Brain Organotypic Models
Brain organotypic slices have been the first attempt to bridge in vitro and in vivo models by creating a platform that resemble the brain in vivo environment while keeping key in vitro characteristics. [113] [114] [115] [116] These models now represent an established model for a variety of studies in brain molecular biology, electrophysiology, and immunohistochemistry. Brain organotypic slices models have several advantages such as easy preparation and low cost maintenance compared to animal models. [114, 115] This also minimizes ethical issues associated with animal models and reduce the study timeframe, while providing the opportunity to study cell-cell interaction and molecular mechanisms. These models have been mainly used for assessing physiological and pharmacological properties of different tissues, however their applications lately has been extended to study neurodegenerative disorders, serving as ex vivo models for diseases such as AD, PD, Huntington's, and cerebral ischemia. [113] Organotypic brain slices models have been developed to study the cortico-striatal pathway for PD modeling. For example, Humpel group used sagittal brain slices, and for the first time showed that dopamine neurons survive despite the non-functional striato-nigral pathway. [117] Organotypic hippocampal slice cultures represent a good model for studying AD pathology, given that the hippocampal is a strategic region in AD patients that exhibits early neurodegeneration. [114, 118] Several groups also used this model as widely accepted platform to study Aβ toxicity. [119] [120] [121] [122] [123] [124] Besides neurodegenerative diseases, organotypic hippocampal slice cultures have been used as an ischemia model, in particular to study the effect of neuroinflammation on neurogenesis following oxygen/glucose deprivation. [114] Brain organotypic slices represent a valuable platform for studying cell therapy by grafting cells into the slices and monitoring them. This allows researchers to assess cell-cell, and cell-cellular matrix interactions, cell migration, and stem cells phenotype changes. [125, 126] Moreover, it is also feasible to investigate the electrophysiological properties as well as calcium and/or magnesium measurements using such brain organotypic slices models. [127, 128] Despite all the advantages presented so far, organotypic brain slices show key disadvantages that halted people from using them widely as a standard model. These models can be maintained in cultures only for few weeks; they are very thin and fragile tissue (≈100-400 µm) and they can be distorted during the culture maintenance. Although organotypic slices derived from young animals (P3 to P10 -rats or mice) offer the most resilient slices, these slices do not represent a valuable model for adult neurodegenerative diseases. In a different approach, Moser et al. demonstrated that organotypic brain slices contain a strong network of laminin brain capillaries; laminin is a marker for cerebral vascular structures. [129, 130] They showed that capillaries survive in absence of blood circulation and able to release molecules that influence other brain cells despite their functionality. [131] Daschil et al. used the brain organotypic slices as a model for screening pro-and anti-angiogenic drugs. [132] They tested calcium channel blockers in cortical organotypic slices derived from an AD mouse model and found that 60% of all Aβ plaques are associated with vessels. It was also found that the cells around the Aβ plaques have strong pro-angiogenic activity. [132] Additionally, organotypic cultures of the neurogenic niches have been utilized to study neurogenesis in the CNS as well as implementing neurogenesis as a repair mechanism in brain disorders. In vivo neurogenesis is a multistep process that involves proliferation, migration, and differentiation of neural stem cells as well as integration into preexisting network and functionality. [133] Each of the mentioned steps can be assayed in an organotypic slice. Organotypic cultures are also used to study the mechanisms underlying integration of new cells into preexisting circuitries. [113] Brain organotypic slices became a valuable model in the past decades for testing drug effects on neurogenesis activation or improving cell fate specification. Taken together, organotypic brain slices could serve as a complementary platform for pre-clinical studies with the ultimate goal to test potential therapeutics with possibility to administer them in the brain by stereotaxy. [125, 126] 
Neurospheroids
Neurospheroids models serve as a useful tool to analyze proliferation self-renewal capacity and multipotency of neural stem and progenitor cells. [134] Neurospheroids can originate from single-cell suspensions of neural stem and progenitor cells derived from the adult or fetal CNS, as well as from embryonic stem cells (ES). [135] Neurospheroids are mostly used as a respected brain region model for forebrain and/or cerebellar development. However, they still lack the ability to model other regions of the CNS such as ventral midbrain. [136] [137] [138] For example, Pasca et al. established a convenient and physiological system made of hiPSC-based cortical neurospheroids. [139] After culturing neurospheroids without scaffolds for 2.5 months, the system resembled a mid-fetal prenatal brain with cortical neurons and astrocytes and spontaneous synapses ( Figure 6A) . In this simple technique, the neurospheroids were grown in a serum-free neurobasal medium with b27 supplement up to 9 months, by floating in a low-attachment plate and avoiding external matrix. One could utilize this platform for all brain pathologies including synaptopathies and epilepsies. [139] Adv. Healthcare Mater. 2018, 7, 1700723 . 3D cellular brain models. A) Schematic representation of the main stages for generating human cortical spheroids (hCS) and corticogenesis process in the hCS. Reproduced with permission. [139] Copyright 2015, Nature Publishing Group. B) 3D neurospheroids composed of cortical neuronal cells, which mimicking different horizontal layers of the brain. Reproduced with permission. [105] Copyright 2013, Elsevier. C) Schematic of cerebral organoid cell culture system and representative images of each stage as well as the neuroepithelial tissues generated using this technique. Reproduced with permission. [11] Copyright 2013, Nature Publishing Group. D) Modeling Zika virus using a miniaturized bioreactor for culturing brain-region-specific cerebral organoids generated from human iPSCs as a cost-effective platform. Reproduced with permission. [170] Copyright 2016, Elsevier. E) Generation of 3D neurospheroids from human pluripotent stem cells and assembly of the neurospheroids to recapitulate the saltatory migration of interneurons in the fused neurospheroids. Reproduced with permission. [176] Copyright 2017, Nature Publishing Group.
Disease Modeling Using Neurospheroids:
Researchers used neurospheroids cell culture models for oncology studies. [140, 141] For example, Joseph J. V. et al. showed that glioblastoma stem cells have similar characteristic of stem cells in terms of proliferation and migration. [140] They cultured floating neurospheroids in a serum-free medium with basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) and epidermal growth factor (EGF), allowing the neurospheroids to differentiate into different cell lineages and invasive into the brain parenchyma similar to stem cells. The authors found that differentiated cancer neurospheroids increase their migration and invasion properties compared to the non-differentiated ones. [141] More recently, neurospheroid cell culture approach has been very useful for Zika virus studies. In one example, Garcez et al. showed that Zika virus induces cell death in human stem cells by caspace-2 activation and reduces organoids' size. [142] The authors used iPSC-derived neurospheroids and brain organoids infected with the Zika virus for 24 hours. This model mimics a three-month old brain development environment, and these observations provide substantial value for understanding the mechanism by which the virus cause microcephaly in areas with risk of Zika virus. [142] Drug Screening Using Neurospheroids: Different research groups have showed the application of the neurospheroids cell culture systems as a platform for drug screening. We showed that neurospheroids represent a good tool to study and test the effect of gamma-secretase inhibitors and modulators on neuronal differentiation, and cell adhesion. [143] This model could provide crucial data before the clinical phase of drug development. In a different approach, Lee et al. used a combination of differentiated iPSC and 3D neurospheroids to perform a drug screening in an AD model. [144] iPSC derived from AD patients were differentiated and treated with β-site amyloid precursor protein cleaving enzyme 1 (BACE1) inhibitors to assess their effect on Aβ levels. Interestingly, they found that higher concentrations of the inhibitor were needed in order to lower Aβ in neurospheroids model, likely due to the diminished surface exposure of neurospheroids, lower diffusion rate and more time required for the inhibitor to penetrate into the spheroids. This model represent a more physiologically relevant system to the human brain compared to other current cell culture systems and allows high-throughput quantification in addition to proteomics analyses. [144] Generation of Neurospheroids Using Microwells Platforms: Kato-Negishi et al. proposed a method to create a robust neurospheroids network (NSN) with the possibility to transfer into the brain of PD patients to heal damaged tissue. [145] Neurospheroids were cultured on PDMS arrays, where they connected through their neurites, leading to the formation of centimetersize NSN. They were able to transplant this network in specific areas of the brain with a simple method called 'stamping' that was possible thanks to the non-adhesive characteristic of PDMS. The NSN showed synapse formation and extended axons within the brain region in which was transplanted. [145] However, this strategy is limited mainly due to the small size of the graft that one can transplant into the brain; only a few damaged tissues could benefit from such potential strategy.
Choi et al. developed size-controlled networked neurospheroids using concave microwells made of PDMS to study Aβ toxicity in a cerebral cortex-like environment. [105] Neurospheroids derived from rat cortex were differentiated by plating cells in concave-shape microwells with four different diameters that determined the size of the ultimate neurospheroids ( Figure 6B ). The neurites processes outgrew and connected the neurospheroids between the different wells forming a neuronal network consisted of six horizontal layers. After Aβ treatment, they observed cell death and other pathological hallmarks of AD. [105] In another study, Jeong et al. reported an improved model of neurospheroids cultured in PDMS microwells. [146] They used deep hemi-cylindrical channels well networked to enhance the formation of neurospheroids that release laminin and induce higher differentiation of the neural progenitor cells into glia and neurons. They also showed electrical activity likely due to the networks formed between the neurospheroids. [146] Neurospheroids Challenges: Neurospheroids are sensitive to any small variations such as cell density, procedure, number of passage, and medium composition. All those variables lead to higher heterogeneity of neurospheroids, resulting in neurospheroids with different properties, stage of differentiation, and cell types. This makes it hard to consolidate and reproduce the data among the same study or between different groups. Therefore, studies based on neurospheroids culture should be considered as a mixed population of neural progenitor cells. [147] [148] [149] [150] [151] [152] [153] [154] To clearly demonstrate the potential of this exciting class of 3D neural cell culture model for recapitulating the brain pathophysiology, future studies need to create a platform capable of producing viable, same-sized 3D neurospheroids from human stem cells, and assess their potential as physiologically relevant model for brain disease pathology as well as high-throughput drug screening assay. This would not be possible without harnessing the potential of recent technologies such as microfluidic, and stem cell engineering with the ultimate goal to reconstitute a better in vitro models to mimic the human brain.
Cerebral Organoids
Cerebral organoids -3D cell cultures of brain-like tissue derived from human or mouse stem cells -represent a bridge between preclinical drug development and human trials. [155] The first cerebral organoids was developed four decades ago by growing rat brain tissue as cell suspension culture, [156] however, substantial accomplishments occurred in recent years. [10, 155, [157] [158] [159] [160] These systems have huge advantages in recapitulating the 3D architecture of the brain tissue than previous in vitro 3D models developed so far. [10, 155, [157] [158] [159] 161, 162] Generation of Cerebral Organoids: Cerebral organoids are produced by harnessing the spontaneous self-organizing properties of the human pluripotent stem cells (hPSCs) derived either from mouse or human to create regions of the forebrain during development. This is exemplified by cerebral organoids from hPSCs formed in a rotating bioreactor ( Figure 6C ). [11] In this technique, the spinning movement enables and favorites the hPSCs to compartmentalize in multiple and different brain regions, leading to a specific brain model compared to the existed 3D neural cell culture systems. For example, a cortex-like model was formed, with a region that produces CSF and a zone that contains radial glia cells (oRGs). The finding of oRGs in a human in vitro model is highly significant, given that these types of human specific progenitor cells never reported in mouse or previous human models. [157, 163] In a different model, the embryoid bodies formed spontaneously, and then embedded in Matrigel matrix in order to enhance the buds expansion with the formation of fluid filled cavities mimicking the brain ventricles. In addition to this, the rotating bioreactor helped a better oxygen and nutrients diffusion within the forming cerebral organoids, and thereby lessening the core apoptosis and necrotic area. [158] In this work, cerebral organoids also recapitulated microcephaly pahtology in vitro by harnesssing the iPCS cells derived from patients. The cerebral organoids carrying the microcephaly muation showed smaller size compared to controls without the mutation. The premature differentation of progenitor cells could be the reason since disease-derived cerebral organoids contain fewer progenitors cells and higher number of neurons. [10, 11] A serum-free floating culture of embryoid body-like aggregates showed quick re-aggregation starting from 3D culture of mouse and human embryonic stem cells. This platform could reproduce the optic cup in vitro, and mimic corticogenesis resembling the first three months of the fetal life. [160, 164, 165] Similar models showed presence of oRG in their cerebral organoids. The main difference between the two models rely on different techniques used to induce cell aggregation. In one model, cortex-selective culture conditions were realized by adding growth factors to the culture medium in order to stimulate differentiation into specific cell types and create a more reproducible model. A second model relied on the inherent properties of stem cells spontaneous cell aggregation which results in non-selective differentiation and a relatively more random model. One of the key initial limitations of the first developed cerebral organoids was their limited continuity and expansion of neuroephitelial tissue by adding Matrigel or laminin as a matrix, however those groups may have overcome this problem lately. [166] Following on the first cerebral organoid model recapitulating microcephaly by Lancaster and colleagues, Jo et al. reported a human midbrain-like organoid derived from hPSCs mimicking dopaminergic neurons in substantia nigra, which is an impotent area to recapitulate PD pathology. We have previously discussed the importance and need from the scientific community to represent such specific brain region that is selectively vulnerable in each neurodegenerative disease. Previous in vitro models derived from differentiated hPSCs were unable to reproduce all the features of dopaminergic cells; for example, these cerebral organoids models suffer from lack of neuromelanin. The midbrain organoids developed by Jo et al. not only made possible to study this pigment in a physiologically relevant human model in vitro for the first time, [167] but the neutrons also expressed specific neurotransmitters such as dopamine along with electrophysiological characteristics similar to mature human functional midbrain neurons. [168, 169] In another interesting work, Qian et al. utilized the forebrain organoids platform for Zika virus infection modeling and for testing compounds ( Figure 6D ). [170] People studied Zika virus infections and based on recent clinical data, the virus show the most sever and harmful effect during the first trimester of pregnancy. [171] [172] [173] One day of infection in vitro led to severe microcephaly-like events such as the reduction of neuronal layer thickness and overall cerebral organoid size. [170] Single Cell Sequencing of Cerebral Organoids: Over the past decade, cutting-edge 3D cerebral organoids models have allowed sophisticated biology of the brain development and evolution as well as how the brain tissues are affected by neurological diseases. Despite these rapid pace advancements, it still remained unanswered which cell type arises in the developed cerebral organoids, and how these cerebral organoids are varying from batch-to-batch. To tackle these questions, very recently, studies integrating cerebral organoids and single cell sequencing technique described key steps towards understanding the brain organoids cell composition. [174, 175] A step forward in cerebral organoid characterization was to compare the human cortical-like organoids with fetal neocortex using single-cell RNA sequencing technique. [174] Transcriptome analyses was used to determine the cell types within the cerebral organoids and their differentation status along with the types of genes involved in corticogenesis. Cell types are similar between the cerebral organoids and human fetus, as well as the genes involved during development and evolution (≈80% of genes). It seems that these genes were not specific to the physiological conditions of brain development since they were influenced by external stimuli such as the environment in which the cerebral organoids were created. [174] In another recent study, Arlotta lab analyzed the gene profile of ~80,000 cells isolated from 31 human brain organoids (3-to 6-month old) -the most comprehensive single-cell study of cerebral organoids conducted so far. [175] They found similar genes present in the in vitro cerebral organoids of human brain and retina. They identified the cell types that constantly replicated and the ones that sporadically expressed due to the heterogeneity of the model. The matured neurons within the cerebral organoids showed dendritic spines and spontaneous networks, but more importantly, for the first time, they showed the ability to respond to light stimulation through optogenetics technique. This model presented the ability to reproduce higher-order function and opened new avenues to study brain functions associated with cell-cell interactions, neuronal circuits in physiological and/or pathological conditions. [175] It is of great importance to mention that Arlotta lab found substantial differences in cell compositions from batch-to-batch organoids. This highlights the unmet need one more time for engineering a better technique to create cerebral organoids that minimally vary from batch-to-batch and improve the reproducibility of this cutting-edge platform for reverse engineering the human brain pathophysiology.
Overall, both studies revealed the powerful potential of highthroughput, single-cell transcriptome analysis to study cell composition and gene-expression of cerebral organoids originated from different batches, as well as studying disease pathology. Nevertheless, despite these exciting valuable tools for future studies, it is still unclear how transcriptomes are varying from batch-to-batch, from different stem-cell lines-derived cerebral organoids, and from different patients with the same disease pathology. This should be addressed in the future harnessing the power of the new advancements in technology.
From Neurospheroids to Cerebral Organoids:
Recently, neurospheroids resembling different regions of the human brain have been placed next to each other into multi-region neural 3D cell cultures, the cells fused over to form forebrain-like organoids ( Figure 6E ). [176] Two neurospheroids, resembling the cortex and the subpallium, were placed in close vicinity in a conical tube. After a few days, the neurospheroids started to fuse into each other and the cells start to migrate, with a saltatory pattern followed by pauses from the subpallium to the cortex -similar to the in vivo route of interneurons migration. This phenomenon was not observed when the neurospheroids were plated on coverslips. A pharmacologic block of migration led to a decreased movement in terms of frequency, length, speed and change of direction. This system was also used to model the neurodevelopmental disorder Timothy syndrome. This syndrome is associated with mutation in a L-type calcium channel that regulates the interneurons migration. They first created their neurospheroids from hPSCs derived from patients affected by Timothy syndrome. These neurospheroids were able to differentiate, however they showed an increase in saltation frequency and a decrease in interneurons migration rate as compared to the controls. This effect was rescued using pharmacological compounds that can block mutated L-type calcium channels, confirming the key role of ion channel in the disease pathology. Finally, the researchers used a single-cell transcriptome analysis on assembled forebrain-like organoids (≈ 4-week old) to characterize the migrated cells versus the non-migrated ones. The migrated cells showed different genes related to interneuron migration, better electrophysiological properties in comparison to non-migrated neurons, and producing synapses within the migrated region. Patch clamp analyses showed both excitatory and inhibitory postsynaptic currents. [176] Cerebral Organoids Challenges: Although cerebral organoids represent the future of human in vitro models, we should not underestimate several limitations that come with this platform. For example, devices needed to support the culture platform and implement these systems for drug screening could add extra variables such as drug adsorption to the interpreted data. [162] Most of the cerebral organoids developed so far rely on the spontaneous and casual self-aggregation of the stem cells, which might lead to inconsistency and lack of reproducibility, similar to the neurospheroids models as discussed in Section 2.5.2. [177] Current cerebral organoids fail to recapitulate many late brain development events such as gliagenesis and myelination mainly due to the longer time needed for maturation. Microglia cells play a significant role in the brain by inducing the formation of mature dendritic spine and synapses, however current organoids systems lack these cells into their culture. Lancaster et al. recently proposed a way to overcome the lack of vascularization in the cerebral organoids by growing them on microfluidic devices that will allow the transport of fluids into the cerebral organoids. [178] The use of fluorescent reporters would be a valuable addition to select specific cell type and monitor their migrations. [179] From an ethical point of view, the use of these complex and complete 3D in vitro human models may help reduce the use of animal models, but at the same time it raises its own ethical issues associated with donation, storage, and further use of cerebral organoids. The identity of the material derived from leftover of human specimens after clinical care or collected specifically for research, and stored in 'biobanks' for further use is one of these issues. While the genetic background of the patient and his medical history are essential in order to use the cerebral organoid for the donors' benefit, donors may decline the de-identification of the sample. Once the consent is obtained, other ethical challenges could also emerge related to ownership and further use of the stored samples. [180] For further discussion on the cerebral organoids biobanking and ethical issues involved with this technology, readers are referred to a recent report published elsewhere. [181] It has been suggested that these systems should be used as a complementary platforms to animal studies and/or cell-based in vitro systems rather than in competition with other standard methodologies. [180] 
Designing Synthetic Matrices for Recapitulating the Extracellular Matrix
The necessity to work with cellular models that fully recapitulate the functions of living tissues encouraged scientists to move from 2D cell monolayers to 3D cell culture systems. Creating 3D cell culture models requires new cell lines and protocols for ordering cells in the relevant configuration, as well as sophisticated 3D matrices that mimic the native extracellular microenvironments' architecture and function. Natural and synthetic matrices have been used to mimic the in vivo extracellular matrix (ECM) to direct cellular process, such as migration, [182] [183] [184] stem cell fate [185] [186] [187] [188] [189] and organogenesis [188, 190] or as biomimetic 3D cultures for modeling human diseases pathology. [12] For example, Tang-Schomer et al. developed a 3D brain-like cortical tissue using silk-collagen scaffolds and primary cortical neurons, resembled the layered structure of the cerebral cortex with capability to study traumatic brain injury. [9, 191] A 3D in vitro human neural cell culture model of AD using human neural progenitor cells embedded in Matrigel showed the two pathological hallmarks of AD: extracellular aggregation of Aβ and accumulation of intercellular hyperphosphorylated tau proteins. [12, 192] Excessive accumulation of Aβ leads to the aggregation of hyperphosphorylated tau, [58, 193] however, no animal model could verify this hypothesis prior to this study. Treatment with either β-or γ-secretase inhibitors dramatically decreased the Aβ pathology, but also attenuated tauopathy, most likely due to the inhibition of Aβ accumulation within the ECM (Figure 7A and B). [12] This 3D cell culture model has the potential to serve as a base for the development of 3D in vitro human models of other neurological disorders. Recently a unique chimeric human-mouse model was developed by transplanting stem-cell-derived human cortical neurons into mouse brain. [194] Remarkably, the new mice showed that Aβ species generated in the brain can induce AD hallmarks, including tau hyperphosphorylation, neurite dystrophy, and cell death in nonmanipulated human neurons. This study highlights the unmet need for engineering more physiologically relevant matrices Reproduced with permission. [12] Copyright 2014, Nature Publishing Group. C) Enzymatically responsive multifunctional synthetic hydrogels using factor XIIIa for cross-linking two multi-arm PEG peptide conjugates in combination with coupling a cell adhesion peptide. Reproduced with permission. [198] Copyright 2007, American Chemical Society. D) Dorsal-ventral patterning and neural tube architecture in synthetic multi-arm PEG matrices to control early neural morphogenesis and to explore the role of ECM in the development of 3D neuroepithelial organoids. Cyst patterning shows key characteristics of neural tube architecture. Reproduced with permission. [201] Copyright 2016, National Academy of Sciences. E) Schematic representation of the concept of photo-responsive enzymatic peptide patterning of hydrogels, and (F) spatial patterning of hydrogels using ultraviolet light on a specific region within the hydrogel. Reproduced with permission. [204] Copyright 2013, Nature Publishing Group.
that could fully recapitulate the natural ECM architecture and function. It is not clear which biophysical and biochemical factors of the ECM and its components are critical in the human brain function and development. In general, natural ECM such as collagen and Matrigel have an advantage of their inherent biological properties, receptor-binding ligands, and potential for cell-triggered degradation and natural remodeling. Despite these advantages, animal derived matrices suffer from poorly defined compositions and from batch-to-batch variations. We have yet to understand the biophysical and biochemical factors of the ECM and the role its components play in the human brain function and development. To tackle the challenges associated with natural ECM and to gain a better insight of the in vivo ECM, synthetic cell-compatible hydrogels composed of polymer backbones and enzymatically degradable peptides as cross-linkers have been developed. Hubbell and Lutolf pioneered the development of enzymatically degradable hydrogels formed through Michael-type reactions of multi-arm poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG) macromeres with di-functional oligopeptides linkers that mimic collagen of native ECM. [195] [196] [197] This chemical reaction generates a strong elastic and cell-compatible hydrogel in the presence of cells and/or tissues. Enzymatically responsive multifunctional synthetic hydrogels were also developed, by employing activated transglutaminase enzyme factor XIIIa for site-specific coupling of cell adhesions peptides and for cross-linking the multi-arm PEG hydrogel networks ( Figure 7C ). [198] This approach significantly enhanced previous material building blocks for 3D cell cultures based on the chemical cross-linking of PEG hydrogels with peptides, as it allowed to immobilize any biomolecules of choice in a very controlled fashion. Using this system, neuroepithelial cysts could be reconstituted from mouse embryonic stem cells directly embedded in 3D culture. [199] Three different 3D cell culture systems were compared: (i) Matrigel, (ii) laminin/entactin, and (iii) synthetic PEG hydrogel. ECM proteins improved cystforming ability -although they were not required to generate lumen-containing neuroepithelial cysts in the 3D culture system. Recent developments in the field of biomaterials science and bioengineering helped engineer synthetic hydrogels as biomimetic 3D cell microenvironments with very well-defined biochemical and biophysical properties. [197, 200, 201] Modular synthetic matrices have been used to control early neural morphogenesis and to explore the role of ECM in the development of 3D neuroepithelial organoids. [200, 201] A recent study used a 3D microarray platform based on cross-linked multi-arm PEG, to probe the effect of factors including matrix elasticity, degradability, and signaling proteins on mouse embryonic stem cells ( Figure 7D ). [201] Current approaches to study the neural tube morphogenesis also rely on commercial animal derived matrices, such as Matrigel. However, Matrigel leads to heterogeneities, whereas well defined synthetic matrices lead to more homogeneous and defined populations. New insights are emerging into the role of biophysical factors in neural morphogenesis and multifactorial cell-matrix interactions are key to control the growth and differentiation of stem cells in vitro. [201] The native ECM of the brain has very permissive structure to cellular migrations and movements, resulting in a complex physical behavior, which impacts the biological processes such as morphogenesis. Only a few studies published in culturing multicellular epithelial. There has been a recent interest to replicate the native ECM properties such as porosity and fibrillar within synthetic matrices. Advances in the field of photochemistry have enabled the researchers to engineer 3D spatial and temporal patterning of mechanical and biochemical signals of the synthetic ECM. [186, 190, [202] [203] [204] [205] [206] [207] This profoundly impacted the way we study the biology of cells. For example, PEG hydrogels tethered locally with a 'caged' synthetic peptide helped study cell migration. [204] In this work, a photo-responsive peptide substrate of activated transglutaminase factor XIII (FXIIIa) was incorporated within a 3D hydrogel and shining ultraviolet light on a specific region within the hydrogel lead to uncaging the FXIIIa domain and tethering of a biomolecule of interest at a desired time. This could control the migration of human mesenchymal stem cells within the ECM (Figure 7E and F) . Compared with previous studies on directing stem cells migrations within the ECM using conventional peptide photo-patterning, [208, 209] this approach utilized the site-specific nature of FXIIIa to pattern full length bioactive proteins. This lightresponsive enzymatic patterning could help us to gain insights in the effects of dynamic ECM on the cells of choice within the 3D cell culture system. For further details on the engineering of synthetic matrices to recapitulate the native ECM, readers are referred to other excellent reviews. [190, 197, 202, [210] [211] [212] [213] [214] Overall, the last decade has marked a significant paradigm shift in designing criteria for cell-compatible synthetic biomaterials with greater control over materials properties. The integration of cells and molecular biology principles with dynamic biomaterials and molecular cues mimicking the in vivo ECM structure and function have led to considerable progress. Work remains to be done towards engineering biomaterials with precise control over the matrices properties. These advances will ultimately enable precision studies of the human brain development and diseases pathogenesis.
Conclusions and Future Perspectives
3D brain cell culture models including cerebral organoids and neurospheroids are a fundamental research tool in the human brain cell biology. The past decade has seen the rapid development of techniques to recreate aspects of morphogenesis ex vivo, which helped decipher the biology of the human brain and discover new drugs. Most recently, harnessing the potential of human embryonic and induced pluripotent stem cells for reconstructing the human brain (e.g., self-organizing) has been attracting a lot of interest. Organs-on-chip have emerged as a powerful platform for reverse engineering of the human pathophysiology ex vivo, and they provide increasingly insightful observations of the developmental processes of the human brain. Despite the importance and unquestionable role of stem-cell derived cell culture models such as cerebral organoids in furthering our understanding of the human brain, these systems have a number of serious drawbacks and several issues remain unresolved at present. For example, the existing cerebral organoids suffer from poor nutrient availability due to the lack of vascularization and fail to recreate the full-developed brain tissue in vitro. Further platforms should provide more nutrients and metabolic transport to these 3D cellular models by either imitating vascularization or sustaining a long-term growth of cells to allow full recapitulation of the human brain. Brain organoid models suffer from the absence of other neural cell types such as astrocytes and oligodendrocytes, which together compose the majority of cells in the adult human brain. Furthermore, we have limited control over the course of the cells morphogenesis that leads to the cerebral organoids. Despite their limitations and challenges, stem cellderived brain organoids represent the most useful models at present to recapitulate the complexity and morphogenesis of the human brain. Today, no single model, device, method or platform can fully recapitulate the natural microenvironment of the brain development and its diseases in vitro. While remarkable insights have been gained from current innovative 3D cellular models, we anticipate that sophisticated microfluidics, advances in materials science, and stem cells engineering will develop in synergy and enable complex, multifunctional platforms for neurobiology research.
